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  PRESS BRIEF

What is  LEXIT?

www.lexit.co

LEXIT is an online marketplace on which entire companies, specialized departments, 
and their Intellectual Property (IP) can be bought, sold and licensed. This includes 
startups that wish to exit, but also companies that seek to sell or lease 
work-in-progress applications or projects they have pivoted on. LEXIT provides 
everything buyers and sellers need to achieve good, win-win deals: appraisement 
services, legal support, and secured communication channels.  

THE TECH ECOSYSTEM IS MISSING A PIECE

Why is this significant?

Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) is a highly complicated field. Involving batteries of 
corporate lawyers, investment bankers, financial advisors and appraisers, selling a 
company or assets thereof entails very high costs, even before the first potential 
buyer is contacted.

These enormous barriers to entry have until now prevented the emergence of online 
M&A marketplaces, akin to those existing for other kinds of property. LEXIT is the 
first such marketplace. Utilizing a platform approach, blockchain technologies, and 
an international network of business partners, LEXIT aims to increase the efficiency 
and liquidity of the corporate asset market in the same way ebay did for peer-to-peer 
commerce and Airbnb did for short-term renting.    

LEXIT is the first efficient marketplace 
for IP, patents, and entire companies 
allowing participants to trade IP 
assets as conveniently as one would 
buy, sell or rent a car or real estate.   

  

https://www.lexit.co/blog


How LEXIT streamlines M&A - A Comparison

The LEXIT Solution allows for M&A processes to be concluded four 
times as fast, at about a quarter of the traditional costs. Entrepreneurs 
are empowered to discover the true value of their assets on a vibrant 
and highly liquid marketplace, without having to bear overpriced 
prepayments. And most importantly - for the first time an efficient 
market for IP and patents is established, allowing companies to trade 
assets as conveniently as one would buy or sell a car or real estate.

FACT SHEET



The blockchain might soon 
bring us a Flippa for… well, 

everything, and change 
e-commerce forever.
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M&A is becoming the new 
R&D. Are these good or bad 
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Company Background
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EXECUTIVE BIOS

He is the founder and leader of LEXIT and was born in Bosnia. He has lived in over 5 different 
countries around the world which has made him a genuine cosmopolitan with a deep 
understanding of different cultures.

Thinking outside the norm is natural to him and his direct and honest way of putting things 
seeks to empower everyone involved. He believes that the core of any company is its people 
and leading them the right way will make them leaders too. The word “impossible” just doesn’t 
exist in his vocabulary. To quote Amir “The only thing I know for certain is that I don’t know 
enough”.

 

As corporate lawyer by trade, and an entrepreneur at heart, Jason has trained in the law with a
variety of in-house positions and private practice including one of Canada’s largest law firms. 
He has been involved in several business and start-ups at an executive level in a variety of
industries ranging from legal, finance, beverage manufacturing, hospitality, environmental, e-
commerce and professional consulting.

Jason is truly passionate about his work and is always eager to connect with others. “I enjoy
helping to create and sustain businesses with experienced advice, financial support and
Mentorship”.

 

                                         Amir Kaltak,  CEO; Founder

Amir is a serial entrepreneur with over 22 years of experience in 
various industries such as software development, 
telecommunications and media. His background is in natural 
sciences, in particular physics. Amir started programing  
computers in the early 1980’s as a young boy.

 

Dr. Jason Corbett, CSO

Dr. Corbett is the Chief Strategy Officer of LEXIT. He is also the 
founder and Managing Partner of Silk Legal, a Bangkok based 
law firm that advises both foreign and domestic clients. Jason is 
admitted as solicitor of the Supreme Court of New South Wales.



EXECUTIVE BIOS

As a project planner at the university, she took care of multiple projects’ budgets and organized 
international seminars across Europe. She found her passion for entrepreneurship and startups 
while working as a business manager where she took care of all daily operations, team leading 
and financials. This experience was a starting point for her startup career four years ago. Maija 
says that she is at her best when she can turn the big picture into well analyzed steps to take 
and ensure that everything and everybody is in a right place, in a right time, and staying in 
budget. On her leisure time, she loves reading and exercising and she says that the best ideas 
come when the body is working.

 

Deniss believes that ‘’Design is function and function is Design’’ - meaning that it is very 
important to make interaction with the product feel obvious, simple and natural. As a Graphic 
Designer, Deniss has studied independently working as a self-employed freelancer, traveling the 
world and gaining experience from different fields of expertise and people. He has never missed 
an opportunity to learn the latest professional software and innovative tools required to shape 
product development. Deniss has a degree in medicine. He is patient, optimistic, pays strong 
attention to details, and his medical background has made a very positive impact on his current 
professional life.

Deniss has a passion for developing ideas for new products. On top of his freelancing career, he 
has four years of experience operating as an Executive Officer being involved in multiple 
Startups, assessing consumer needs, developing products from the idea stage through to the 
marketing campaign after the product launch.

 

                               Deniss Raider, CPO;   Co-Founder

Deniss is responsible for Product Innovation, Conception, 
Development, User Interface (UI), User Experience (UX) and 
everything related to the design, artwork and branding of LEXIT. 
Deniss has great knowledge and professional skills in designing 
user interfaces of mobile/web applications and structuring the 
visuals in the simplest and most efficient way for human interaction. 

 

Maija Majamäki, COO; Co-Founder

Maija is responsible for daily operations, General Partner program 
and financials of LEXIT. Maija is driven by challenges, constant 
learning and innovation. Her background is in social sciences and 
she has worked as an addiction researcher at the University of 
Helsinki where she was a pioneer for a new research method. In 
her research position, she learnt strong analytical skills and how to 
handle fast vast amount of information. 

 



EXECUTIVE BIOS

                                                                                            
Wajid Khilji, CTO

Wajid Khilji moved to Estonia from Islamabad, Pakistan. He studied 
MS software engineering at University of Tartu and Masters in 
Business Administration at SZABIST while working in a fast, upscale 
environment. Passionate about tech start-ups, the move to LEXIT 
was a natural fit. With several certifications, Wajid has acquired a 
long list of academic achievements and successful projects. 

 

His first marketing experience was gained in 2013 when Nikita started working as a freelancer for 
Helsinki startups. At that point, he also focused on marketing as his major.

The year 2014 was decisive in Nikita’s further career path, as he met Amir Kaltak, Maija Majamäki 
and Deniss Raider. The four started cooperating and working on mutual projects in 2015, so 
Nikita’s transition to LEXIT was a natural progression. Nikita obtained his degree in business 
administration in 2016 and continued working on various projects in the marketing field, including 
LEXIT, which soon became his main professional focus.
Nikita sees the combination of his backgrounds in literature and business administration as a 
great strength. He defines marketing as an art of its own and explains it as an ability to deliver a 
right message to the right audience in the right timeline on a global scale. Nikita is also able to 
communicate in eight languages, which supports this ability greatly.

 

Before devoting his work full-time to LEXIT, Wajid served as a senior software engineer at 
Rakuten Fitsme, a Japanese tech giant competitor of Amazon and Alibaba. Wajid has been a 
guest lecturer for the University of Tartu several times and an IT mentor to European Innovation 
Academy, where he taught subjects like NoSQL Mongo DB , C# Generics, LINQ and 
entrepreneurship. 

Wajid obtained his bachelor’s degree in software engineering from the University of Sind in 
2008. As an undergraduate Wajid’s main areas of study were software requirements, 
development, testing, management, artificial intelligence, and algorithms. In addition to being 
LEXIT’s CTO, Wajid helps local communities by volunteering in social causes. He has been a 
student ambassador to the University of Tartu, and a volunteer member to the Erasmus student 
network.

 

Nikita Samylin, Head of Marketing

Nikita is responsible for everything that relates to marketing, 
communications and PR in LEXIT. He coordinates marketing 
processes and makes sure that all marketing activities stay 
connected and integrated. In 2011, Nikita obtained his first 
university degree in literature and languages. After working for a 
year in international insurance business in St. Petersburg, he moved 
to Helsinki, Finland to start new studies in business administration. 

 



EXECUTIVE BIOS

Frederik started his career as a Royal Netherlands Navy pilot and studied Corporate Law at the 
University of Leiden, the Netherlands. He has been working as Operations Manager at shipping 
company Spliethoff’s, before turning to banking. Frederik started the Syndications desk at 
famous investment bank Meespierson and subsequently joined FMO to work in developing 
countries. The combined experience brought him to countries all over the world.

After his banking career Frederik worked in Executive Search at a.o. Korn/Ferry. He also worked 
at Atos Consulting for 2 years before starting Parthom BV, a company specifically aimed at 
turnaround management. Having sold his interest in Parthom, Frederik was looking for a new 
challenge when he met Amir Kaltak, founder and CEO of LEXIT.

“Not only do I love the idea itself, but I can see around me that there is a real need for a platform 
like LEXIT. I am fully committed to make this happen”.

                                                                                            
Frederik Prins, Director of Business Development

With broad experience in the world of international syndicated & 
project financing and consultancy, at LEXIT Frederik is responsible 
for Business Development and Strategic Alliances.  Frederik has 
diverse experience in finance, management, sales & marketing and 
business development. He has worked over 20 years in the 
international arena specifically in Western Europe, Asia, North and 
Latin America.
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press@lexit.co
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